Tour Airport to Domaine des Vignes (Loire Valley Gites)
Exit airport and take first exit at roundabout onto the ring road. (DO NOT
follow signs for Saumur)
Go straight at the next SEVEN roundabouts.
At the roundabout with the supermarket “AUCHAN” on the left, and a VW car
dealership ahead, take the first exit right signposted “Le Mans”.
At the big set of traffic lights stay in the left hand lane and take the D989
towards “Chateau la Valliere”.
After approx 8 kms turn left across the dual carriageway towards PERNAY –
D48.
After 5.5kms turn rights onto the D3 towards AMBILLOU.
Go through the village (slowly, taking care not to miss the next turn) and take
a left turn onto the D70 for CLERE LES PINS.
Turn right onto the D49, go through the village and straight ahead at the cross
–roads, and pick up the signs for SAVIGNE SUR LATHAN.
When you reach Savigne sur Lathan follow the signs AUTRE DIRECTIONS
around the village, and exit still on the D49 towards RILLE – drive for approx
5.5kms, eventually passing some small lakes on the left hand side.
When you reach a “T” junction turn left , and then after 50mts, immediately
after the right hand bend turn right towards PARCAY LES PINS – D65 – drive
for 7.5kms.
Take the signs for AUTRE DIRECTIONS around Parcay les Pins and turn left
for VERNOIL, and then straight across at crossroads again heading for
Vernoil.
After approx 4 kms you will start to climb a gentle hill, and at the top you will
see a paddock on either side of the road with “post & rail” fencing – continue
along this road until you reach a left hand bend with “Armco” crash barriers
both sides of the road.
IMMEDIATELY after this bend take the 1st turn right into a small lane, you will
see a house called “Pont Renaud” on your right.
Drive for approx 500 mtrs and you will see the first house on the left with
painted blue shutters. You have arrived at Domaine des Vignes (Loire Valley
Gites).

